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someone else questions that was brought up a while back is: has anyone attempted to log into this
server with a less secure account in the past? if so, could you provide a list of successful logins? the

answer is yes. i have another script written that does this task, but it logs you in automatically
without the need to type the username. this script is optimized to not run when the mod that loads it

disappears when moving mod folders around. if you want access to the script, let me know. i will
send you a private message. consistency is a word we should have used in the first place to describe

the performance tests. [jackson] found it to be rather difficult to measure the current processing
performance of unraid because it differs depending on your preferences. thankfully, the tools exist to

measure such things. there are several different monitoring tools for unraid that can be used to
measure everything from cpu load to memory usage. for the results to be usable, they must be
averaged and compared with other data points. [jackson] turned to new relic , which has a java
agent available on github . this allowed him to measure unraid performance over time and to

compare the results to the performance of the same servers running windows. after several runs, the
average time to load a file (minecraft.jar) was 2.46 seconds. by comparison, [jackson] found a

windows server taking 10.49 seconds to load. obviously, this is going to vary from server to server
based on many different factors. he also found that using new relic enabled him to more clearly see

a potential performance bottleneck in his servers.
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this is one of the most common mistake in irc exploits, so if you see it happening you should try and
stop it. it is an example of an automatic form inducing code (aifica), and there are some simple rules
you can look out for to spot it: whether or not to allow plugins has a small impact on the time it takes

to extract. the problem with this option is that it can cause plugins to crash the server if they are
improperly coded. we have long recommended that you not allow plugins if you do not know what

you are doing. the reason for this is that plugins can be scripted to use arbitrary commands that may
be used to gain access to privileged information (e.g. the password that is being used to log in). by

default, the minecraft server will refuse requests from such plugins. not only does this prevent
malicious plugins, but it will also ensure that the minecraft server does not crash. of course, an

attacker could still use a plugin to become root if he has privileged permissions. this is why we also
recommend that you remove the run as privileged command from the server settings. some plugins
are more susceptible to this error than others. be sure to check out the plugin's thread on the bukkit
forums (the plugin list above links to the thread) and learn as much as possible about each one to be

sure you are being safe. this plugin is a client-side plugin that outputs the saved username and
password for every player that is on your server. it is generally a good idea to turn off this plugin,

although it does provide some useful information. 5ec8ef588b
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